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Issues and' Recommendations IS the introduCtory se, ction of :a

.seven-part report on the evalUation of civilian' training in
the Federal government. 'The.remaining six'parts are case
studies whichdeMonstrate the:conduCtof .evaluation across
'abroad range of training: Each case itudyThas been:

written as an exampke of how eValuatora!-"amy4negotiate,

design, develop, arOlimpleMent ,trainingevaluation'in an
:agency setting. ',Each is.alSO. Ansexample of how an evaluation
effort.may.be reported,to a decision - maker.

.
: !...

. - -

'MuCh effort was expedded itLeach demonstration project to use as;
comprehensive anevauation design'as posSible,' given the organ
izational constraints. which confronted epc31 evaluation team/. -.

Emphasis.wasgive'n'to;the utility of thdkresUlts..: We asked irL:Oz.,

.
each case what it waathat the_dlient most ne ed to know'AboUf.:.
the training being evaluated. We discovereii,.lii-sthand whaft:pro=':

gram evaluators have diacussed in the professional literature on

ellauation research: comprehensiveevaluationiesign cant e .
.,

difficult at best to achieve in a normal. work getting, and utility

can be difficult to define in advance. Yet, we believe our efforts:

have yielded information. that; is basiCaIiy valid and'Useful,to

our clients. .

' ,y(

We wiShpublicly to express th-Anks.for the'cOoperAtion and

assistance pXovided in each of the six agenciA es whase course or

program was evaluated. Withoui people who were willing not'only

to have a portion .df their training thoroughly assessed but to

collaborate actively in that effart,-theie-demonstrations,would

not have been, feasible.
.

We anticipate that the cooperation Agencies demonlipretedUring
this'project along with the results of the evaluationsiwi4.prompt
further efforts to systematically 'evaluate training in:tWFederal
government. Perhaps more significant fhananyvof'the reported
findings on training is'the ConfirMatiOn through this experience
that comprehensive evaluationcan be conducted,. and that. it can

lend to tonstructiv'erecomMendations for, change without intimations

of:failure.

The seven 7 parts which .C4ppriSe tie report are

Issues and ReCoN6ndetiont

ii



Case Study 1:- An EvalUation of the ExecUtive/Dev4lopMentFrogram
of.the Science and Educatioa/Administration, United
States7 pOpartment of.AgricUlture

Case Study 2: An. Evaluation oft:ScientifiC/Technical Gourse
Off RadiologicatMealth and Safety Presented by ;

the National Institutes: of Health

:Case StudY 3: )An Evaluation.of a Technical Course on Electronic
PhOtoCbmposition Keyboard Techniques Presented
at dip' Government Printing Office

Case Study.4: An Evaluation of an Interagency'Course on Train-
ing Evaluation Presented'by the,Office of Personnel

Management'

Case Study

ti

An Evaluation of-a'Clericar Course on Tyavel
tions Presented *the,National ..leronautids and
SgadfeAdMinistratiOn.

Case Study 6:. An Evaluation'ofan Organizational-Developmenk
and-Training Effort in. Management Communication

.

Conducted'at Fort Belvoir
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INTRODUCTION ,

.

En July 1978, following extended discussion with OMB staff, OPM
(then CSC) undertook a training evaluation-demonstration project
which involved the cooperation of six governmental agencies. The
specifications for the project-were formalized by letter of
detail. The essentials of that agreement were-that CSC would
'undertake as representative a sampling as possible-of Federal
,.straining and would report:its conclusions and retommendations
regarding the evaluation of Federal training to OMB by March '31,
-1§79.

The .demonstration evaluations have been A.documented in the "'case
studies of thiskepott. It is our. intention to publish.tEese'.
traingevaluatiOni for dissemination to Federal agencies and:
other organizationa.concerne&with accountability An'Meral
training. We belreve-ithese evaluations can 'assisttrainerseno,
managers ..to develop, and conduct their own evaluations of:training
a60other employee development'activi,tilN.

The Scope and Nature pf Federal Training

In fiscal year 1977, 555,544 civilian employees received 37,469;999.
jhours of training at a reported.coat of $256,941,055(excluding

.

trainees' salaries and certain other costs). Although this training
repreaents an annual multi-million dollar expenditure, the'great
bulk of it involves many relatively small expenditures and small
numbers p employees. Moreover, the manner" of funding
the structure of, training organizations and the resources available
to those organizations vary widely.

The Evaluation Demonstrations I

In the interest of obtaining as representative a sample of Federal
training as possible for the demonstration study, OPMselected
candidates whose course or program exemplified the following types
of training: executive, managerial, technical, clerical and
scientific (See Appendix for executive summaries). The following
is a descriptive list of the projects:

Agency Type of Training Specific Target

i Science and Executive The Executiye
Education Development
Administration, Program.
USDA :

'Oh



-Fort lelvoir,
Dept.. ofthe Army .

7

,Aganagement

,

Government Printing:
Office

Office of yersbnnel.-- Interagency Technical' .

MagageMent

Contracted Techifical-

. . -..,

National Aeronautics ClericS1

and Space AdLnisEra-
tion

1 .

National Institutes
of Health'

A'managerial
communications
course for
dir4Ctorate

A Contracted- 0.

photocomposition
course' for
6peratpo

. .

An interagency
course.on

. evaluation of
trainingcourses

A workshop on .

travel regulations
for secretartes.Who
.prepare travel .

orders and vouct*s
/.

Technical/Scientific A course on radio-
logical health 'for

radionuclide users

The-ptoject served two basic purpqse4. One was to produce examples

of training:evaluation which would be useful to agency .trainers

and evaluators. "Another,was to, generate recommendations for
improving.-the ptaCtice'oftrainingevaluation as a means'of improving

, .

Federal training.. ..
'

Trainin&Evaluation: An Operational Definition

By the term traininkeaaluatron-we mean asystematic investigation

of the value of'a. course or a-TrograM ortratilingor eMploye

development. We.view thepurposeortrainineevaluation a
essentially two-fold: to yield judgment regarding how wel the

coest< or program met its jnstrvetiOnal objectives; and to ield

jdAgMent regardlag, the tMpaCt of the course or program on er

systeme.g:; an entire organization.

. o .

We use the term systematic to .emphasize an eaae001:difference
between evaluation and assessment. dWeunderstand assessment, as
meaning the process'. of measuring.the effect of one variable or

set of variables on another. Thus one may assess the impact of

training on job performance. .EvalUation, by way Of.conirast,

would. involve drawing inferences from the data Which such an

assessment migtit yield and weighing it.with other data such as

,

2
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4e

thatgeneratediby investigating the impact of-other variables -

on job performahCe (to include incentives, disincentives, work-
.

flow and communications). \

,

The evaluationgdemonstrattfts-comPleted. by 0PMthen are'systematic
investigations of the value of an executive development program

,and several training courses. As such these investigations impel
theevaluatOrs to.lomore than merely collect and display data;
they Auire the eval ators to draw inferences about relative

. value in terms of costs and benefits to the organization.

It issanticipated that the six evaluation demonstrations will. prove
useful to,agehty trainers as examples of how evaluations can be'
negotiated, pldfined, conducted and reported intoperational.enVi-
ronments. However, the demonstrations are not meant to be applied,
as stric\ models or paradigms. Each agency's training,courses
and prOgrams require-evaluation designs and methodologywhich are
tailored to meet the unique Objectives, constraints and resources,
within that agency.. 4haroviri

. ,

Project Costs

The salary'cost incurredA)y-OPK's Training Leadership Division in
-undertaking the 'project was approximately-$131,000. This.r.Q &t was

derived from a careful recording of.hoursspentby.eachindriTidual
on the project. Other cost not recorded but incurred are those
.associated with .duplication of typecritateriali use of computer time,
travel, start-up time iotOffically charged to the project,
library resource material and time-given to the evaluation effojt
by agency personnel cooperating with the OPM evaluation teams.

,...

P.Each evaluatiOn'demonstration was costed separately.(a detailed

.account of.cos is.given in an 4pendix to each volume). . The

reader.should nsider these costs assuggestive rather than
prescriptive. Iri some cases', instruments tehtral the data

collection prO ess had already been deyeXoped and validated
before the'eva Uatioh began. Had these instruments been
developed as part of the evaluation,'theoroject cost would
have been,increased significantly. .

.

In addition to considering these costs suggestive; the reader

( should.also consiOr that each evaluation effortdan be:seen as
J the first phassrof.an on-going evaluation protess. -.Should any

of-the agencies whose. training we evaluated decide to continue
the evaluationproceps, their costs would be less than ours
since some functions of evaluation may not hive to be iterated,
such as negotiating, establishing objectives, developing an
evalUation design or develdping basic instrumentation.



Fundamental Conclusions.

While this pager is primarily concerned th uniesolxed issues

related to the evaluation of training, there are certain fundamental

conclusion's that can be drawn from the project. They are of

sufficient importance that they are presentedhere:

1$ Constructive evaluation Of all ypes of training

afforded Federal civilian empl yees is well
.-

t*Lthin the.present state of t e art.

2. Evaluation,.applied to carefUlly selected targetqd,

c n'reduce costs -and improve the results of
'17".

tr ining significantly.

3.. Linking training with other problemrsolVing

.approaches can produce benefits exceeding those

to be gained by methods solely concerned with

improvilg the effectiveness of training.

to -all six demonstfaticins we were able to draw.reasonable, if

sometimes guarded, conclusioneabout the effectiyeness of training.

We also discovered many impediments to dreing more unequivocal,

far-reaching conclusions. However, in -most cases, we were able

to project ways that those impediments could be overcome, whether

they involved selection of trainees, evaluation design or

instrumentation for data-gathering. We therefore conclude that

constructive evacuation, that which yieldd"useful information

to traine s and decisibn-makers-, is clearly achieVable.
a

We were-able also to project speaific ways in which proposed

changes would either directly reduCe costs of training, improve

thy quality of the training, or achieve a greater impact on the

mission of the organization.- Thus we conclude that evaluation

can, lead to improved economic efficiency,by helping managers

to reacb their specific work objectives at relatively lower

costs.
A

Perhaps most importantly, we found repeated evidence that

training alone would npt solve many performance problems: This

finding strengthens our conviction. that training7liust be

conceptualized as oneof a'number of management tools for

increasing.the efficient use of labor as a factor of-production.

A decision'to train should be reached after''Consideration of

its potential for effecting change relative to the cost and

potential of other tools (communications, job redesign, job

aides, incedtive sytems, and perfoifiance feedback, to mention

a few).

4



ISSUES AND.RECOMMENDATIONS;

The project served to dharpen the focui:on several issues which
require the attention of OMB and.OPM management. These issues
are addressed below., Each is briefly discussed in terms of its
general nature an4 inmost cases is exemplified by acase in
point. Potential solutiolk of the issue are.described along"with_
necessary conditions for those solutions to be.efftctive. '

Finally, recommendations for OMInd'OPM actions are given.

Isiue li A pervasivelack of planning and analysis before
0

starting to train'charaCterizes the approach to
training if many organizatips.

I

1,1

Discussion:

a. :Training is often undertaken as the sole solution'to a
,perceived.prOblem when lack of skill or knowledge on the part
of employeesi.s only a portion of the problem.

In these and other evaluations'conducted by the training
leadership staff, we have discovered situations where training
was initiated' as the'only solution to a problem when, if
-training were 100% effective, only A fraction of the problem
would be solved. .Aniexample of this was found in the travel
regulations training we evaluated for this report. We.

discovered that although the training was planned and con-
duCted in a highly competent manner, it could not solve
performance problems which revolved around lack of incentives
for satisfactory perforTance and the infrequency with which
many. secretaries prepare voucher,. . We eoncludedthAt job
aides would ameliorate performanq. as long as regular cl rical
personnel were preparing s. abWe also concluded tha
shifting voucher preparation to the central finance offic. s
travel section would be a potentially cost-effective solut on.

In contrast, we found during our evaluation of amanagerial
communications course that an ektraordinarilyCompeteni,
contractor performed an analysis of decision-making and
communications in the contracting organization before
.designing the course. As a result the course appearS to have
met very real organizational needs.

b. Much training resists effective evaluatiOn because of a
failure to state the purposes and intended outcomes of training
in ways specific enough'to assess with confidence.

(
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In evaluating a course for scientists we found it difficult
to assess.the practical effectiveness of different aspects of

! thedkraining because-specific behavioral objectives had not
been defined for the many lectures and lab sessions whiCh
constituted the course. Had-objectives been clearly-defined,.
we:could'have drawn core conclusive inferences regarding the
relative value each segment of training held for its partidi-
'pants, relying more upon performance than self-reporting.

c. Evaluation is "usually a one -tune terminal event rather khan

.a continuous process .that monitors'the effectiveness of
training.

In evaluating- an executive development program? we were .not
able to begin until the program was completed. As a result we
were not able to arrange for certain critical experimental
controls that could have allowed us far more confidence in
generalizing from our findings. We were also limited by the
data which had been. collected.prior to our evaluation. Although.

we collaborated in the design of comprehensive post-program
instrumentation, it could not entirely compensate for the
insuffiCiencyof the pre-Program information.

In addition to pre-training information and data which is
collected during training, follow-up data is often an essential
component of effective evaluation. This component requires
strong management support since it typically involves a study
of training impact of participant pejtfOrmance back on the job.
Yet, without such information, the tiltimate effect of training
on job performance and organizational productivity is difficult
or impossible to assess.

d. Individual differences in the needs of various personnel
for speciffctrnining have often been ignored, resulting in
some individuals failing to get the training they need and
others receiving training they do not need,

In evaluating a technical/scientific course for' radionuclide
material users, we discovered through pretesting that several.
rinSpbers of the class may have been able to pass the final,
exam withOut taking the course. As a result of similar past -
experiences, trainers have sometimes attempted to screen
trainees before training begins.. However, these, efforts have
been largely countered by the view 'that prospectiVe trainees
shouldn't be expected to give up work time in advance of
training to respond to tests, assignments or interviews.

,
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Management needs to-epcourage effort's to diagnose leSrner
needs before. training so that pretesting has'sote priority in'
the work setting. Vt. the same time,.trainers.must,have ready
access. :6 mdthods 'for diagnosing trainee needs. so that they
possess sufficient test and Meaurement tethodS to construct.
efficient means for diagnosing needs:.

In order to assure that trainin* is undertaken
l
Only after an

analysis of performance problems, that it.:be carefully
to, meet,.clear. perfOrmaace objectives, that it.inelude.

continuous evaluation, and-that'it die given to those'and only._
thOse vikkolieed it, aconsolidation within agencies of. trdining
,404 other staff activities directed toward improving:employee-
''effectiveness'ind Tirodimtivity is 4arranted.:.

Such'a coordinatiorCor:consolidatimof activities 1:tplies as.
a minimum that some. program analysts should'haVe a bdelc
',knowledge of. training Oinciples: IilleofimplIOSthat'atialysts
may need to Work diresp.14 with trainers in assessing performance.
and recommending solutions to' performance piobleme.',7rie,_
establishment of the Workforce Effectiveness and.Devolopment
Group within the OPM serves as a model fot such regtructuring.

the WED giOup gain's experience, we will a e.t0 providdi
continuing guidance to consolidatiphefforts rough.research,
consultation and the .publication of nd.illust.xatVi.
standarcre.

Recommendations:

OMB and OPM, in all dealings with agencies, should reinforce

the practice of applying evaluation to all aspects of employe-6J'
development, not just the actual classroom experience.

,

TB and OPM should encourage coordination within genciesof
rainintand other staff activities directed toward.iiprovin4

erak/oyee effectiveness and productivity. ,. 1

.

OPM should provide .&uidance and cona4ltation concerning minimum
essential training evaluation activities for operational settings..

i
.

.

.

OPM should encourage agencies to use systematic program development,
.

processes for meeting new training needs.
-

o

Issue 2: Many trainers lack either time, skill or incentives for
conducting effective evaluation.

. .

°



Discussioh:

These are closely related problems. Evaluation is a spediali-

zation within a demanding profession. While it is true that a

competent professional trainer should be well versed in the

basics of evaluation, it is unrealistic to expect most trainers_

. to be able to apply evacuative devices of the complexity or

level of sophistication characteriling. some.of those employed

in thedembnsttation project.

In none. of .our evaluations did the host agency have the resources'

for performing the scope of assessment undertaken by the. OPM

evaluators. .4

While most of theSe agencies. have several training personnel,

. in many organizations the small one or two person training shop
barely able to keep ahead of the paper work is the 'norm rather

than the,exception..Jndividualain theseshops, even when
capable of performing evaluation, would require a' clear'eignal

of changed.priorities before they could be expected:to undertake

-even sporadic evaluations. As it isi many government trainers
haVeno:relevantaCademicpieparation for the profession.
Short of requiring-adegree infa relevant subject for entry or

advancement in the training profession, we can at least

encourage better prepared people to enter tfie field, particularly.

those with pteparation in evaluation.

Moreover, agencies may find it productive to analyze the tasks

performed by trainers to see if a more efficient use can be made

of their time and talents. Typically, professionalleVel.

trainers perform timeconsuming administative paper-work which

may.ble accomplished bTclerical personnel. The use of clerical

personnel (or as appropriate, paraprofessionals) foi these
tasks would have the effect of allowing trainers todevote.
more attention to more appropriate. Activities such as assessment,

analysis and evaluation.

1

Recommendations:

OPM should increase its active cooperation with colleges and

universities in the development of programs which train
specialists in evaluation for training and human performance.

13



OPM. should entourage the inclusion of employee development,
'evaluation and needs analysis as important areas of management

concern and. appropriate subjecta:of.performance itaaaards and,

appraisal 'for trainers.

Issue 3: Muthcontracted training is not carefully monitored.. fOr:

effectiyeness.

Discussion:.

In evaluating a contracted course for photodompositiOn machine
operators, we. fOund that the .contractor was allowed state

his own minimal.standards. Those standards did not specify
criteria for measuring success on one of ihe three major
learning objaptivea. As a result,' degree of success
was largely Imatter'of individual interpretation.

Agency trainingofficers need to.know.enough to judge whether a
'contractor's evaluationmethodi are adequate% In light of the
limited expertise of trainers, guidelines in the form of sample
RFPs and sample training contracts may directly assist thoge.
responsible for purchasing.training in assuring that the
training will be evaluated on a clear set of criteria.. A
similar set of:guides on iestini.for learning achievement
may help the,purchas4 to estimate the quality and adequacy
of the contractor's piOposed lnstruientation.

Recommendation:

.
OPM should coordinate with the Office of Federal .Procurement

Policy in gathering information necessary for establishing
policy and guidelines for agencies regarding the evaluation of
contracted training.

. .

Issue 4: Training evaluation can be costly.. It has to compete.

with other functions such as program administration and
evaluation of other dimensions-otperformince; yet,
little systematic cost dati.exists for the evaluation
of training.

F

Discussion:

There has never been much cost-effectiveness data available in
training.. Such data presupposes among other conditions a very
clear and detailed'accounting of precisely what changes ensue..
in an otganizatiOes actual productionvhOwever,it is measured.
It alb° presupposes rhat uhe effects of training can be
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Issue 5: There is a pervasive lack of information regarding

what people have learned in training and how well

they have been able to apply that learning on the

job. ,.

separated frosCa m itude of other potential variables.

The trailpg. vSluemodels Oveloped by the Trailing Leadership

Division4i1OPM have been used increasingly over the last few
years by a wide variety..of agencies and other, organizations.

Their continued use and refinement should make them extremely

useful in further cosi-effectiveness studies. More evaluation

demonstrations need-to be conducted to proVide,Ayet.more

representative body 'of examples, e,g., technidal training

courses fot entry level personnel being prepare), for complex

jobs such as Claims'Representative or.Benefits.Authorizer

(such courses may currently run foot as any as 20 consecutive

weeks); needs. analysis studies; f. low-up evaluations;.and

comparatiVestudies. of programs in different agencies with..

similar objectives..

Recommendations:

.

OPM should_provide guidance for deciding how to invest

training evaluation resources.

OPM should encourage and cooperate with the. Federal training

community in performing training demonstrations in addition

to -those reported ,here.

Discussion:

kcommOn reason given by agency trainers either fOr not main-

taining a record of what trainees have learned o'r for failing

to'conduct follow-Up studies of training impact by reviewing

performanceWith supervisOrS is that these,activities may

violate the Privacy Adt. MoreoVer experimental prOgrams in

entry-level training are avoided out ofconcern over selection..

guidelines. In any case,. there.ii a 'general:lack of systematized'

information on the relationship of 'training with job performance.

During our demonstration project,- in evaluating the experimental

course for photocomposition operators, we observed that agency

personnel, despite their main interest in the course's potential

for training,new pperators, chose togiveit to a volunteer.

group of experienced operators. The agency personnel argued

that placement decisions made from,,,trainee performance. in an

experimental course coul4 be subject to grievance. -Similarly,

10
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- in evaluating the, managerial course on communications, we'were

-dissuaded from discussing specific trainee action plans" with

trainees' supervisors On the.supposition that theRrivacy Act

would be violated.

It would appear that agency managers and. phe information officers

.they consult_need to give clear guidance regarding what can and

cannot_ sae in the name of training and eMployee.deVeiopmemr.
Furthermore, these Individuals themselves needlgoidance before

they "can set parameters regarding training information and the

Ptivacy Act as veil as the Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selec-

tion Procedures.

Within such parameters,'the relationship'between training

perfOimance should be investigated more fully. Agencit anonld

strive for a system of needsanalysis zed-training,pres ription

which begkns with performance appraisal. Appraisala,should be. .

studied and used as theyrincipal basis for training decisions.
Following thato:.tthining should.be designed to meet the specific

job-related nee*: of the employee... Finilly,..training Should be .

assessed in relation to the ?subsequent job performance of the

employee asy.ieflected in the enduing performance appraisal.

Recommendation: .

/.

on.

OPM Should develop suidance lor agencies to assist them to

obtain group'Oerformance information without violating laws

or other protections to employees.
6

OPM should encourage the use of performance appraisals as

vehicles for measuring the' need for training and the effects-

of training on performance.

Issue 6: Recommendations to evaluate training or human performance

may be ignored by decision-makers in their efforts to

give full attention to program implementation. Further-

more, recommendations coming from evaluations may be

similarly ignored. Thus however competent the evaluation,

it has .no value if it is not used.

Discussion:

Many managers are unaware of the very substantial advances that

have been made in the immediate past in the technology of
evaluation, including techniques to project the costs and

benefits of training. Consequently-, they are either ignoring

the evaluation processor they are-accepting evaluation and

pfojections much less rigorous than what the present state of

11



the art iscapableAA producing.

The literature on evaluation research documents .the commonality. .

ofdecision"Makers disregarding. the findings,.conclusions-and

recommendatiOns,of evaluations. Often, this disregard stems

from the decision-maker's perception that an.eValuator misunder"

stood the problem, Used methodology. inappropriate to',the.task,

or failed to properly consider organizational constraints and

iMperatives 1mm:sating recommendations. In other instances,

disregard for'evaluafton
information.-apPears to stem largely

froth .a commitment to the status quo;

RecdiuMendation

OMB should require supportive analysis and justification for

large scaleAnVestmepts in training_ (including trainee salaries):

in the same way. that jusielfication is required for any other

discrete expenditure. .

17
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Ah Evaluatiori of theExecutive Development,Trogram

of the Science and Education Administration, United

5tates Department of Agriculture

Executive Summary

The'AgricaltUre ReSearch, unit of U.S.D.AJ's Science. and Education

Administration'(SEA) is charged with assuring the availability
of an adequate supply of moderately. priced, agriculture commodities-

to the marketplace; .Accomplishment of this mitalTn Is based, in

part, on successful scientific, and effective management

of. the research function.'H

In prder to prepare potentiaLexecutives'to manage this function,

an executi.ve development program waa'designed for SEA and imple7'

melted in. Juneof.1977. That program became the object of the

evaluatiOn demonatraeton begtib in S8ptember of 1978.

Three major objectives were defined for the evaluation'by OPM

and SEA 'Staff:

EVALUATION OBJECTIVE 1 .

.
Determipe the. extent to which potentialexecutives have

develokOrofesSionally during the Executive Development

Progra4
A

1

I

,EVALUATION OBJECTIVE 2.'
. .

Deiermine.the role of the mentor - understudy. relationship.

in the development of the potential executives,

EVALUATION OBJECTIVE 3
Determine ways in which the Executive Development` program

can be Improvech',

4
.

Several sources: of data were employed in the evaluation. Data for

Objective 1 were gathered from, XD. Program participants called

Potential Executives (PEs) and Senior managers who:served as

their mentors. Both groups wereasked to.Write narrativereports

on their experiences inthe XD Program.- In addition,:PEs were

asked to send. in copies of ExetUtive Work Assignments. and mentors.

were asked to send in. completed copies of "The Appraisal pf

Potential-)or Management" form. All of the above were collected

in ,Vember, :1978. A sjcond phaae:of data gathering related to
theprofeasional growth involved the group of PEs, a
comPa41#.40.group of runners-up to the prOgrad, and aselected

group cifiticumbent executives. these individuals completed the

"Appraisaly,bf.Executive Attributes"*estionnaire. Their responses
y
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were collected at:the beginning of January, 1979. Program! \.

participants- appeared to experience significantly more professional

growth during the 18 month program than did,thar comparison group

, counterparts.

Data for Objective 2 were supplied in November, 1978, by PEs and

Mentors using a questionnaire on the mentor process,. Regarding;

the second objectiVe, while Oere were areas for improvement,

participants and their mentor agreed that their. relationships

were Uwaul and the effectiveness of the program..

Data for Objective 3 were gathered from_PEs and mentors in

November, 1978, in the for0 of narrative critiques of the QED

Program.. With respect to Objective 3, 'major:suggestions for

improving the program involved the c eation of more "acting" .

positions' outside the participants' mediate areas of work

and a lengthening of the program.

As. a result of the findings, the evaluation team, recommended

that the Executive DevelOpment Irogram be cued. In
addition, it recommended that the mentor-understudy relation-

ship be continued with modifications which would ensure appro-7

priate matching of potential executives and mentors and which

would encourage continued improvement of this aspect of the

program. The evaluation team also recommended ,that. an on-

goiog management system for the program be ddsigned and

implemented. as a, means of ensuring that the subatanci of the

program remains appropriate to the needs of participants and

the agency.

20
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An Evaluation of a Scientific/Technical Course

on Radiological Health and Safety Presented by

the National Institutes of Health

Executive SumMari

Research efforts althe National Institutes of Health .(N110 include

use of radioactive materiel, both in laboratory work and. in

the treatment of patients. As,part of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. requirements, organizations such .as NIH which are

licensed to use radionuclides must take a number--Of safety

p ecautions. l''or'instance, in order for NIH Personnel to be

authorized to order radioactive material, they must demonstrate
that they have appropriate experince with and knoWledge of its

use00ne means of meeting the knowledge requirement'. is to
successfully complete a nineday course offered by NIH, entitled
"Radiological Health for Radionuclide Users."

The course is conducted by WIH'e Radiation Met), Branch (RSB),

which has a variety of radiation safety responsibilities. Sixty

people attend each session, of the course, which is offered twice

alyear., The course faculty includes NIH personnel-and guest

lecturers. The goals..of the course are to: 1) enable: NIH staff

to becoMe authorized users of radioactive materia ]1s; 2), give '

participants a working knowledge of radiological health so that

they can evaluate hazards on the job; 3) instruct participants

in specific' tools, and techniques-for carrying out research. efforts

which involve radioactive material; and 4) provide informailon

about the staff; services,and sources of assistance in the

Radiation Safety Branch.

Course evaluations in the past had consisted of obtaining

participants' opinions at the end of the course. For this .

evaluation effort, a variety'ofAata Was sought which could

be used to further judge course effectiveness and make changes

in the course if appropriate. The evaluation objectives were to:

1. Determine the adequScy and congruence of thecourse
process (sequence, instructional strategies, etc.).

2. Determine participants' perceived value of the course.

3. Determine participants' degree of learning.

4. DeterMine perceived change' in' behavior as a result

of the course.
14

5. Determine the costs of the course.

Measures were taken, during one course session, as well as six months

after thecompletion of an earlier comparable course session. The

evaidation of the course indicated that alljour courses goals were

16
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met. Moreover, 80 percent of the participants said that they would

recommend the course to others even if it were not required to,

become an 4thorized user.

The evaluators noted, however, that.portions nfthe course may

not be necessary for certain participants. One reason for,this

state of affairs is that a single course addresses two audiences. '

with.different sets of'needs--the Ph.D. laboratory researchers,

and theM.D. cliniciaw. The first group uses radioactive

material'as part:of its experiants, and exposure is certainly

unplannedand undesired. The second group, the M.D.s, while

Deeding toprotect themselves from exposure, deliberately intro-

duce a defined amount of radioactive materiel into humans. While

both groups may need a common core ofinfortatiOn in the Radicr!

logical Health course, they also have distinct knowledge

requirements. -

Sugggestions were presented to'NIH for making the course more

efficient. The possible changes to the course include:

1) dropping, shortening, and/or combining certain lectures;

2) providing core informiteioe, then having two independent

tracks, one for laboratory researchers and one for clinicians;

3) providing two different courses for the two primary audiences;.

4) designing the course in modules to meet individUal needs.
1.

Finally, it was suggested that instead of, or in additimi to, pro-

viding instruction during the nine-day course on specific research

techniques involving the use of radionuclides, separate short

coursee'an Chose techniques mightprove worthwhile.

22
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1

An EvaI ation of a Technical Course on Electronic

iPhotoco position Keyboard Techniques Presented ay
the Government Printing Office ---

Executive
4
Sutomary

V

,,...

I' . .

The Electronic'Photodomposition Division (EPD) of the Government --\

Printing Office will. be assimilating large numbers' of entrylevel%
.

keylcaid operators frithe near future. At the same timq, as
A '

.

',.. f /1'
oidettypesetting processes are being phased out, the workload -.

demandi on EPD are. growing. A'concern for this situatton led
EPD to look for new ways tq train both, entry -level and_journeyman- .

level'operitors initeying techniques. The Malt Audio-Visual .,

Instructional System ( VIS) was viewed at atrade show and .

subsequently contracted for a pilot program to train 12 journeyman-
level 'operators. Three major objectives were established for
the training by the.cOntradtor:

1. Increase typing speed, from 15 percent. to 40

percent on an average across the group.

2. Decrease errors 50 percent on an average across
the group.

3. Decrease the fatigue that comes 'from typing all day.

In light of these training objectives, the OPM eValuition team
set three evaluation 'objectives:

1. To measure whether the training accomplished its
objectives,

2. To measure the economic impact Of the training. .

3. To recommend improvement for the training process.

'The evaluation design used'was a modified pre-dontrol and post-
control group design. Pre-training and post-training production
and accuracy measures were taken,,trainee and control group
behavior was observed, and trainee%perceptions were solicited.
This design yieldeti information sht4ing that only the training
objective on fatigue was SuccessfOlY met but that the training
did seem to produce tangible beneAtato the organization'.
Several .recommendations were made concerningthe improviMent of
the training and the.evaluation.

This. effort demonstrates the feasibility and pradticality of
evaluating the effectiveness of technical training as well as
some of the difficulties which are.inherent,in:tryineto use
an experimental design in an operatidhal
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An EValuation of an Interagency Course on

Training. Evaluation Presented by the Office.

of Personnel Management

Executive .Summary

Through a triining needs survey, the Personnel Management Training

Center of the'll. S. Office of Personnel Managem4ent identified a

training need'shared by many Employee Development Specialists in

the area of training. evaluation. To mtetAis need, a course based

on the. publication A.Process for the Evaluation of Training was

developed and conducted. That course, "Evaluation of Training

Courses," was selected to be the subject. of this demonstration

project.
.

The instructor's primary course objectiv8 was to transfer evaluation

technology as exemplified in the Process to agency trainers.4 The

evaluation instruments:used were designed to elicit.information..which

would. help make the course more responsivt.to agency needs consistent

with this objective. The folloWing evaluation objective's were formu

lated during preparation of an evaluation plan by the instructor:

. Determine whether participants are able to meet course

objectives,.and, if'not, why not,

.,

2. Ascertain participants'.reaction to content appropriatenessw

presentation effectiveness, written materials effectiveness,

personal accomplishment of objectives, and instructor effec

tiveness

3. Determine whether skills and/or knowledges acquited during

training are used back on the job, and, if not, why not.

A review of the major findings in relation to these evaluation

objectives disclosed the fact that most participants were

able to meet course objectives, indicating thit considerable

learning took place. Participants rated the course favorably.

However,.participants appeared to experience difficulty in

applying knowledge of evaluation design and data analysis

as taught in the course. 'they cited primary obstacles as their

owneack of time for performing evaluation and lack of management

support for evaluation activities. This latter constraint

is seen as an indication that managers do not yet perceive

training evaluation as a useful tool in performance improvement

and human development.

19
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An Evaluation of a Clerical Course oh Travel
Regulations Presented, by the National,Aeronatitici

and Space A4thinittttation

.Executive Summary
fi

Personnel at the Financial Management Office (BFH); 'the NASA
Headquarters office which is respontible for processing travel
forms and certifying travel vouchers for Ohyment, detected a per-
formance problem. They noted that many travel forms were sub-
mitted incot`rectly,to BFH and that some'NASA secretaries called
BFH regularly for information about basAc travel' regulations,
slowing down tfie BFH work process.

BFH staff therefore requested NASA's ,Headquarters training office'.
to develop and offer a course ¶or NASA Secretaries'on the regula-
tions and policies governing reimbursement for domestic travel.
Such a course was developed and given twice, -once in May, 1978,
and again in November, 1978. The second'session of the course
was evaluated by OPM personnel working ln conjunction with the
course instructor.

fre obj4ciives of the evaluation were designed to address both
the 'internal integrity of the training and its organizational
impact. These evaluation objectives were:

IS Assess trainee classroom performance on, the course
objectives.

2. Assess the congruence of the course process with the
course objectives.

3. Estimate the value of gaining to the organization.

lir Identify factors related to performance which are
not affected by the course.

Data was gathered through an examination of work samples, pretests
and posttests, observationsi interviews, and questionnaires. Some
of the data used in deteimining the value of training were estimates;
therefore the cost-effectiveness figures are approximate rather than
precise.

The.evaluation team found that trainees by and largemet the
course objectives and that the overall course proCess was congru-
ent with the objectives. However, although the training was
effective in.transmitting learning, it did not appear to be

.

cost-effective to the organization. The dollar value of the time
lost through the performance'deficiency seems to beless than the
cost of training to eliminate the deficiency. Furthermore,,examiation

20
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of'other performance-related. variables.revealed that other solutions

to the performance problem might be More cost-effective thanlormal

clitbsroom training. Recommendationdwere that NASA consider 1) non-,
classroom methods%of acquiring. skills and knowledges; and 2) alterhative

ways of organizing the work flow associated witiv"traVel.forms.
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An Evaluationdf An. rganilational Developdent

And Training Effort in Management Communications

.Conduct at,Fort Belvoir..

Executive'SuMmaryjl

When tWo_organizational compOnentedepind.Upon oneanother.lor infor7 .

.mation.they require to accomplish.their'xissions, they share a need

fOr communication which is timely,.clear, apd adequate.' Suchiinter-

dependence. is'chareCteristic,of two directorates at the Fort Belybir

Engineering Center, Department of the Army.-
,

TheFort Belvoir Foit:Commander and-his:staff perceiVed communication

between these two directorates asdisruptive.of-mission accomplishment
.

than facilitative:. 'Command concern led to a contract f.or.a.,

''managerial communications" course for directorate managers. That.

course beCame the subject. of the evaluationAiscussed here.
. .

The course was explicitly designed to help managers communicate

''. management needi and:managementAnformation to one another, td sub-

brdinatea and. to superiers,:both:within their owndirectorates and

across directbratesInaight of the purpose of training, three

major objectives were formUlited for the evaluation:,

1. lb assess'onthe-job changes in participant,

behaVidewhiCh resulted"from the training.'

2. Toassess the effeCtof the training on the
. .

two-directbrate0;
#

To identify' problets encountered when

participanteettempted'behavior changes::

..,.41:14 problems br.toncerns.ofAddividuald,Who
WitedireCtIy:pr:AndirectlY.iftected by the

partiCiPantal behatier%Chariges.'

An evaluation technique'whiCh:focUseegoaltisetting and behavior

Changeiwas used to collett.mbstipf-the;datathi.Participant.Attion
Plan Approach). It yielded a:CAar picture pf improved communications

;!practices among course participants aii.well:as-reSolutions of work.

problems Withiriandecrbas directOratee.,:lurthermari, nonewproblems

.Were'perceived to have resUlted.frbdiCtiOna the participants
.

initiated on-the-job to imkdve:comMunicationi.
.- :

. , .
.

Thus the coUrse was confirMed.:asiarieffeetive means foriinitiating

'the:improveMentbfjhterdirectorate:CoMmUdicatione. Furchetmore, the
evaluatortreCdmiende&thit:!tileCouree.bOolIowed by organizational

deyelOpmeht:efforteat other level within the

Command', to include other COUrSe:04aionsfor managers .who could not

1:,.
. .
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attend the firstsessioU. In addition, the evaluators recommended

that "action planning" (participants .setting performance objectives

for themselve0.be employed as a major means, of inducing improyemeUt

in communications behavior.



Thej)PMPaMB training evaluation demonstratiOn'project Arivolved .
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